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Abstract Programmable Logic Controllers are industrial digital computers used
as automation controllers in manufacturing processes. The Ladder language is a
programming language used to develop software for such controllers. In this work,
we consider the description of the expected behaviour of a Ladder program under
the form of a timing chart, describing a scenario of execution. Our aim is to prove
that the given Ladder program conforms to the expected temporal behaviour given
by such a timing chart. Our approach amounts to translating the Ladder code,
together with the timing chart, into a program for the Why3 environment for
deductive program verification. The verification proceeds with the generation of
verification conditions: mathematical formulas to be checked valid using automated
theorem provers. The ultimate goal is two-fold. On the one hand, by obtaining a
complete proof, one verifies the conformity of the Ladder code with respect to the
timing chart with a high degree of confidence. On the other hand, in the case the
proof is not fully completed, one obtains a counterexample, illustrating a possible
execution scenario of the Ladder code which does not conform to the timing chart.
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1 Introduction

Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs for short) are industrial digital computers
used as automation controllers in manufacturing processes, such as assembly lines
or robotic devices. PLCs can simulate the hard-wired relays, timers and sequencers
they have replaced, via software that expresses the computation of outputs from
the values of inputs and internal memory. The Ladder language, also known as
Ladder Logic, is a programming language used to develop PLC software. This lan-
guage uses circuit diagrams of relay logic hardware to represent a PLC program by
a graphical diagram. This language was one of the first available for programming
PLCs, and is now standardised in the IEC 61131-3 standard [29] among other lan-
guages [9] for programming PLCs. The Ladder language is still widely used and
very popular among technicians and electrical engineers.

Because of the widespread use of PLCs in industry, verifying that a given
Ladder program conforms to its expected behaviour is of critical importance. In
this work, we consider the description of the expected temporal behaviour under
the form of a timing chart, describing a scenario of execution. Timing charts are
commonly used in the industry to specify small to medium-sized programs, like in
the Function Blocks libraries that are shipped by PLC manufacturers together with
their programming software. Our approach consists of automatically translating
the Ladder code, and the timing chart all together, into a program written in the
WhyML language, which is the input language of the generic Why3 environment
for deductive program verification [8]. In WhyML, expected behaviours of program
are expressed using contracts, which are annotations expressed in formal logic. The
Why3 environment provides a set of software tools for checking that the WhyML
code conforms to these formal contracts. This verification process is performed
using automated theorem provers as back-ends, so that at the end, if the back-
end proof process succeeds, the conformity of the Ladder code with respect to the
timing chart is verified with a high degree of confidence. Yet, a complete formal
proof is not the only expected feedback from our tool chain: we also want to
obtain useful feedback when the proof does not succeed, our goal being to build a
tool that is useful to regular Ladder programmers. More precisely, in the case of
proof failure, we aim at obtaining a counterexample which must illustrate a possible
execution scenario of the Ladder code which does not conform to the timing chart.

This article is an extension of a former version published in the proceedings of
the FMICS conference (Formal Methods for Industrial Critical Systems) in 2021 [5].
The contributions and the structure of this article are as follows. Section 2 is a
preliminary section introducing the basics of Ladder programming, and the way
their expected temporal behaviours are expressed using timing charts. It is illus-
trated on a running example which will also serve as experimental evaluation. It
contains a few extra technical explanations w.r.t. the FMICS paper. Section 3 is
also partly a preliminary section, introducing the main Why3 features that are
needed for the translation of Ladder code, and timing charts, into WhyML pro-
grams. This section is significantly extended w.r.t. the FMICS paper, so as to
give details on two aspects: the loop invariant generation and the counterexample
generation. The counterexample generation is a pre-existing feature of Why3 that
we use as is, whereas the loop invariant generation (detailed in Section 3.1) is a
contribution of ours, built upon a pre-existing prototype, that we extended and
made more robust, in particular regarding the support for Boolean variables which
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appeared to be of utmost importance for our work. We then present in Section 4
our second contribution, namely a translation scheme of Ladder code and timing
charts into WhyML. This section is augmented (w.r.t. the FMICS paper) with
all the needed auxiliary Why3 functions to represent Ladder nodes, in particular
timers, and with a more generic and detailed presentation of the translation of
timing charts specifications. A third contribution is our implementation and our
experimentation, presented in Section 5. The experimental results are described in
two different sides: first a case of a complete proof success and second two variants
exhibiting a proof failure, where in both cases some counterexample scenario is
generated. The FMICS paper was presenting only one case of failure, we present
here another one, differing from the first in the sense that it highlights the interest
of using abstract interpretation domains, besides counterexample values, for build-
ing error scenarios. In addition to the FMICS paper, Section 5.5 also presents a
graphical user interface we built, which allows the user to browse error scenarios
and animate the corresponding erroneous executions. A final new contribution of
this article is a discussion of industrial applicability of our method, in Section 5.6.
We discuss related work and future work in Section 6.

2 Quick Introduction to Ladder Programming

A Ladder program is called a diagram, as it is usually presented in a graphical
manner. A rather simple example of a PLC controlling a Carriage line is depicted
in Figure 1, with the corresponding Ladder diagram in Figure 2. We will use
this as a running example in this paper. We detail the example itself in the next
subsection.

Generally speaking, a Ladder diagram manipulates three different kinds of
memory locations (called devices), namely inputs (which names start with an X)
that correspond to the input wires of the PLC, internal devices (which names
start with an M, a D, etc...) that correspond to the internal memory of the PLC,
and outputs (which names start with a Y) that correspond to the output wires
of the PLC. Inputs and outputs are given Boolean values, while internal devices
can furthermore contain integer values, floating-point values, string values, etc.
Contacts are used to read the value of a device. Coils are used to write a value
to a device. Besides coils, instructions can also be used to write values to devices,
given the values of other devices.

Graphically, contacts are depicted by the notation -| |- and are located at the
left of the diagram, while coils are depicted by the notation -< >- (or -( )-) and
are located at the right of the diagram together with instructions calls which are
depicted by the notation -[ ]-. Negation is depicted by the notation / and can be
used directly in a contact or before a coil or an instruction call. Contacts can be
combined in a serial way (Boolean conjunction) or in a parallel way (disjunction).
Coils write, to their associated device, the value corresponding to the combinations
of contacts at their left. We call this combination of contacts the front of the
coil. Instructions are activated when their front gives the true value. Coils and
instructions can also be parallelised. A line with contacts, coils and instructions is
called a rung, and a program (a diagram) might be composed of several rungs. Such
a Ladder program is executed cyclically in a synchronous way: first, values of the
input wires of the PLC are written to the corresponding input devices, then the
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Fig. 1: Carriage line control: System description.

program is executed and eventually output wires are activated according to the
values of the output devices after execution. One single execution of the program
is called a scan.

Besides regular memory devices, there are also special internal devices, e.g.,
timer devices. The threshold of a timer is expressed in terms of a number of scans
(meaning that its actual duration depends of the frequency of the execution of
the Ladder program in the PLC). When manipulating a timer device, a coil is
used to set the threshold and increment the internal counter, and a contact is used
to determine whether the counter has reached the threshold or not. Note that,
contrary to instructions, timer coils have an impact on memory when their front
is not activated: in that case, the associated counter is reset to 0. Hence, a timer
coil must be consecutively activated during a number of scans greater than the
associated threshold for the corresponding timer contact to be activated.

2.1 Description of the Carriage Line Control Example

This example comes from a Mitsubishi Electric training manual for programming
PLCs [26]. We illustrate some principles of Ladder Logic on the first rung of this
example: this rung expresses the fact that the output Y70 receives the value of the
Boolean formula

(X0 ∨ Y70) ∧ (¬ M2)

i.e., if the corresponding physical devices are activated such that the Boolean
formula is true, then Y70 is activated, and it is deactivated otherwise.

The program also makes use of the Ladder instructions SET, RST and PLS.
The SET instruction activates its device argument (either an internal memory
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Fig. 2: Carriage line control: Ladder program.

device or an output device) when its front is activated, and does nothing other-
wise. For instance, in Figure 2, Y71 is activated when both the common front
(X0 ∨ Y70) ∧ (¬ M2) and the internal memory device M1 are activated. The RST
(reset) instruction is the opposite: the device argument is deactivated when the
front is activated. The PLS (pulse) instruction activates its device argument on a
rising edge of its front, i.e., when its front is activated for the current scan while
it was not for the previous one.

The diagram also uses a timer device T0. The timer coil designates 30 as its
threshold (notation K30 means “constant value 30”). After 30 consecutive scans
in which the timer coil for T0 is activated, the timer contact for T0 is activated
and remains activated until the front of the timer coil is deactivated. Each time
the front of the timer coil is deactivated, the counter of the timer is reset to 0.

2.2 Specification of Expected Temporal Behaviour

Because of its synchronous nature, the language hardly lends itself to exhaustive
functional specifications. Since the work made on AutomationML [16] by an in-
dustrial and academic consortium, the practice, among PLC designers, is to use
the timing chart paradigm, which describes the expected temporal behaviour of
the PLC for a nominal execution scenario. To our knowledge, timing charts are
generally used to specify programs of comparable size as our example, e.g., Func-

tion Blocks, which are kind of library functions that are shipped together with a
PLC and a programming environment. See Section 5.6 for a detailed discussion
on the use of timing charts in industrial applications. A timing chart specifies the
evolution of the PLC outputs over the execution of scans, according to the evolu-
tion of the PLC inputs. It is made of a succession of events, i.e., scans with either
changes of inputs that may lead to changes of outputs, or endings of timers that
lead to changes of outputs. Events are separated by states, i.e., arbitrary-length
successions of scans in which the values of both inputs and outputs are unchanged.
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Fig. 3: Timing chart specification for the Carriage line control.

Figure 3 depicts the considered timing chart specification of the Carriage line
control example. Events of the timing chart are depicted as E1, E2, E3, E4, . . .

while the associated states are depicted as S0, S1, S2, S3, etc. For each event Ei, Si

denotes its following state, while S0 is the initial state (the idle state of the system).
The timing chart of Figure 3 also contains a fixed-duration sequence of events

and states, whose duration is 3 seconds, represented by the arrow
3sec←→ between

events E5 and E8. We call fixed-duration sequence the corresponding sequence of
events and states. Typically, the Ladder program is executed periodically every
100 milliseconds, therefore, the fixed duration of 3 seconds is made of 30 scans.
Here, the given implementation uses the timer device T0 in order to satisfy this
aspect of the specification.

Our main goal is the verification that a Ladder diagram conforms to such a
timing chart specification. A first idea would be to envision the use of deductive
verification techniques, in the wake of our previous work on Ladder instruction-
level verification [11]. However, not all variables used in the Ladder program of
Figure 2 are addressed by the timing chart. Indeed, internal memory devices (e.g.,
M1 and M2) and timers (e.g., T0) are introduced by the developer in order to
make the program satisfy its specification, but do not belong to this specification.
As an example, in the Carriage line control program, the M2 device acts as a
termination flag which stops the execution of the PLC as soon as it is activated.
There is no doubt that M2 remains false during execution of the timing chart
scenario. However, deductive verification would lack this information to check that
outputs satisfy their specification. This kind of issue is at the heart of our strategy
that is to integrate a method for inferring loop invariants.
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1 val b : ref bool
2 val x : ref int
3

4 let toy () : unit
5 requires { 0 <= !x <= 10 }
6 writes { b, x }
7 ensures { not !b }
8 ensures { !x <= 200 }
9 =

10 b := false;
11 while (!x < 100) do
12 b := (!x < 50);
13 if !b then x := !x + 2
14 else x := !x + 3;
15 done;
16 assert { !x >= 75 }

Fig. 4: Toy example of a WhyML program with a formal contract.

3 The Why3 Environment

Why3 is a generic environment for deductive program verification, providing the
language WhyML for specification and programming [19,8,20]. The genericity of
Why3 is exemplified by the fact that WhyML is already used as an intermediate
language for verification of programs written in C, Java, Ada or Rust [18,22].
The specification component of WhyML [7], used to write program annotations
and background theories, is an extension of first-order logic. The specification
part of the language serves as a common format for theorem proving problems,
proof tasks in Why3’s jargon. Why3 generates proof tasks from user lemmas and
annotated programs, using a weakest-precondition calculus, then dispatches them
to multiple provers. It is indeed another aspect of the genericity of Why3: its
ability to dispatch proof tasks to many different provers. In practice, for the proof
of programs, provers of the SMT (Satisfiability Modulo Theories) family are the
most successful ones, indeed at least if they support quantified formulas, which is
the case for Alt-Ergo [10], CVC4 [1] and Z3 [14].

We illustrate the essential Why3 features on the toy WhyML program pre-
sented in Figure 4. This code involves two global variables, b of type Boolean and
x of type integer, that is a mathematical, unbounded integer in WhyML. The func-
tion toy takes no arguments, and is equipped with a formal contract. This contract
first involves a precondition, introduced by keyword requires on line 5, stating that
the value of x on function entry is required to lie between 0 and 10. This contract
also involves two postconditions, introduced by keyword ensures on lines 7-8, stat-
ing respectively that at exit, b is false and x is smaller than or equal to 200. The
clause writes on line 6 expresses which global variables are potentially modified
by that function. Notice the WhyML syntax for mutable variables, inspired by
ML, requiring to write an exclamation mark to access their values. The body of
that function is a simple imperative code involving a while loop and a conditional.
This code ends by an other kind of formal annotation, namely a code assertion on
line 16, stating that the value of x must be greater or equal to 75 after the loop.
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Given such an annotated code, the Why3 core engine generates three verifica-

tion conditions (VCs), corresponding to the assertion and the two post-conditions.
When calling provers for attempting to prove these VCs valid, only the one for the
assertion is proved: indeed, this assertion directly follows from the negation of the
loop condition, which entails that the value of x is not smaller than 100. None of
the post-conditions are proved valid, which is expected in the classical setting of
deductive verification, because for proving properties about loops one should state
appropriate loop invariants. For example, we can manually add such an invariant
in our toy example as follows:

...

while (!x < 100) do

invariant { 0 <= !x <= 150 }

b := (!x < 50);

...

With that change, Why3 now generates additional VCs, stating that this invariant
initially holds when entering the loop, and that it is preserved by an arbitrary
iteration of the loop body. These extra VCs are proved valid, and now the VC
corresponding to the second post-condition is proved valid too, because it is a
consequence of the loop invariant being true at exit of the loop. Yet, the first
post-condition is still not proved valid, there is a need to make the loop invariant
stronger. This could be done by hand, but indeed we show below that it can be
done by our procedure for automatic generation of loop invariants.

There are indeed two recently added features of Why3 that are of particular
interest for our work on Ladder programs. The first one is the capability of au-

tomatically generating loop invariants. This was initially an experimental prototype
feature [2], that was extended and made more robust by us, precisely for the pur-
pose of this work. The second one is the capability of generating counterexamples

from failed proof attempts. This second feature is originally motivated by other
industrial applications, in particular the use of Why3 inside the Spark/Ada envi-
ronment [23] for the development of safety-critical applications. We detail these
two features below.

3.1 Automatic Generation of Loop Invariants

The WhyML code that will be automatically generated from Ladder code and an
associated timing chart is mostly a sequence of while loops, operating on quite a
large number of variables. As seen above, and as usual in deduction-based program
verification, proving those programs with loops requires to insert appropriate loop
invariants, that in principle should be written by the user.

Nevertheless, in the context of this paper, the objective is to build a fully
automated tool for bringing deductive verification of timing charts specifications
to Ladder developers, for whom writing the appropriate loop invariants by hand
would be a tedious and difficult task. Fortunately, there are existing methods to
automatically infer such invariants, in particular the technique of abstract inter-

pretation, which roughly consists in computing an over-approximation of all the
reachable program states, from any possible execution. For our work, we built
upon a former prototype for Why3 designed in 2017 [2]. This prototype uses the
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Apron [21] library to support integer abstraction domains such as intervals, oc-
tagons or polyhedra.

In fact, it appeared that the prototype above was not sufficiently complete for
our purpose. Apart from various technical improvements, we had to add some ded-
icated support for Boolean variables. Boolean variables indeed appear everywhere
in the translation of Ladder programs, and the former prototype was not generat-
ing any invariants for them, making the invariants generated insufficient at first.
The extended implementation that we realized is now part of the main branch of
development of Why3, and already released in Why3 version 1.5. This new support
for Boolean variables works by encoding them as integers variables with appropri-
ate constraints, so that the underlying chosen numerical domain is able to take
care of them. It enables in particular, for relational domains like octagons or poly-
hedra, the inference of relations between Boolean variables and integer variables.
As we discuss in Section 6.2, this approach is not optimal and could be made more
efficient in the future. Apart from this special handling of Boolean values, the
invariant generation proceeds in a standard way from the abstract interpretation
theory: a control-flow graph is computed, and the abstract states reachable in each
graph node are computed thanks to a fix-point computation.

We illustrate the invariant generation process on our toy WhyML program
above. Instead of adding a loop invariant by hand as we did before, we instruct
Why3 to automatically infer such a loop invariant. In practice we have to declare
the domain we want to use, here we use the polyhedra domain. The generated
loop invariant is then as follows:

...

while (!x < 100) do

invariant { (!b = false ∧ 0 <= !x <= 10) ∨
(!b = true ∧ 2 <= !x <= 51) ∨
(!b = false ∧ 53 <= !x <= 102)

}

b := (!x < 50);

...

Notice in particular how this invariant relates the values of the Boolean b and the
integer x. With this loop invariant added, all the VCs generated are automatically
proved valid, including the initialisation and preservation of that loop invariant,
and also the first post-condition that was not proved with the manually added
loop invariant.

An important final remark on the invariant generation is about the guarantee
of its soundness. This is an important question since we rely on an implementation
which remains in a quite prototype state, and makes use of ad-hoc extensions to
support Boolean values. Fortunately, in the current Why3 verification process, the
generated invariants are not trusted, but double-checked by the core VC generation
process, that is, a generated invariant is checked valid at loop entry, and preserved
by an arbitrary loop iteration. In other words, our prototype of automatic gener-
ation of loop invariants does not risk to compromise the soundness of the formal
verification.
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3.2 Generation of Counterexamples

When a given proof task fails to be proved, we need to have some feedback so
as to understand why it is not proved. In Why3, when a proof is attempted with
an SMT solver, and the goal is not proved, then Why3 implements an approach
that can propose a potential counterexample to that proof attempt, expressed at
the level of the WhyML source code [12]. Such a counterexample is only said po-
tential since it may be spurious, because of the incompleteness of SMT solvers and
also the incompleteness of the VC-based verification approach. There are recent
experimental methods to check the validity of counterexamples a posteriori [4] but
these are not yet integrated in our tool-chain.

Let’s illustrate this feature again on our toy WhyML program. Assume that
we introduce a modification of the code, changing the loop condition as follows.

...

while (!x < 300) do

...

Still assuming that we ask to generate a loop invariant, all generated VCs are
proved except the second post-condition. For this VC, Why3 proposes a coun-
terexample where the values of b and x at loop exit are respectively false and 300
(in fact Why3 also provides values taken by variables at previous steps of execu-
tion [12,4]). These values for b and x indeed satisfy the loop invariant, but with
those the post-condition !x <= 200 is not valid.

The overall process for counterexample generation in Why3 is described by
Dailler et al. [12]. Roughly speaking, it consists in getting a counter-model from
the SMT solver and inverting the VC generation process to obtain a counterexam-
ple at the level of the WhyML source code. This does not suffice for obtaining a
counterexample at the level of Ladder programs: to use the counterexample feature
in our use case of verifying Ladder code, we had to develop an additional proce-
dure to turn the potential counterexample proposed by Why3 into a meaningful
counterexample at the level at the Ladder code and the timing chart. Although
this process is not very complex, it has been mandatory to develop a few exten-
sions to Why3, in particular regarding the traceability. Thanks to these extensions,
Why3 now proposes to every user of WhyML as an intermediate language a better
mechanism to relate an input language to its WhyML encoding, and make use of
this to more easily reconstruct a counterexample at the input source level. The
presentation of the counterexamples at the level of Ladder will be described in
Section 5.3 below.

4 Translation of Ladder Programs to WhyML

Concretely, our tool automatically translates Ladder programs given as XML files
and timing charts given as PlantUML [30] files into WhyML programs. We describe
in Section 4.1 how we translate the Ladder program itself, and in Section 4.2 how
we use this translation for modeling the successive executions of the program and
verifying that it satisfies the given timing chart.
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let set (front : bool) (device : ref bool) : unit
writes { device }
ensures { !device ↔ (front ∨ old !device) }
=
if front then device := true

Fig. 5: WhyML function for SET instruction.

let rst (front : bool) (device : ref bool) : unit
writes { device }
ensures { !device ↔ (not front ∧ (old !device)) }
=
if front then device := false

Fig. 6: WhyML function for RST instruction.

let pls (front : bool) (m : ref bool) (cc_front : ref bool) : unit
writes { m, cc_front }
ensures { !m = (front && (not !(old cc_front))) ∧ !cc_front = front }
=
m := (front && not !cc_front) ;
cc_front := front

Fig. 7: WhyML function for PLS instruction.

4.1 Translation of the Ladder Program

Our translation uses the Why3 Boolean library to model front combinations and
relies on predefined models of Ladder instructions as WhyML functions. Figure 5
depicts the function that corresponds to the SET instruction. This function takes
two arguments, first the front value of the instruction (whether it should be acti-
vated or not), and second the device on which it may have an effect. Both the code
and the contract of the function state the intended behaviour of the SET function:
if the instruction is activated then the considered device is activated (otherwise
its value does not change). The WhyML function for the RST (reset) instruction,
presented in Figure 6, is very similar.

The WhyML function for the instruction PLS (pulse) is given in Figure 7.
Besides the front and device arguments, it introduces another variable argument
(cc front) that denotes the value of the front at the previous scan. Then it uses this
value to activate the device argument if and only if the front argument is activated
at this scan while it was not at the previous scan. As one can see, memorisation
of values at previous scan of devices and fronts is done only for the needed ones
(here, directly by the called instruction PLS).

Figure 8 describes how we model timers. First we use a record type with two
fields: current that gives the current value of the timer counter and setting that
gives the threshold of the timer. Then, we model the timer coil with the timer coil

function. As for Ladder timers, this function, when activated, sets the threshold
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type timer = {
mutable current : int;
mutable setting : int;

}

let timer_coil (front : bool) (t : timer) (v : int) : unit
writes { t }
ensures { t.setting = v

∧ ((front ∧ t.current = (old t.current) + 1)
∨ ((not front) ∧ t.current = 0)) }

=
if front then (t.current ← (t.current + 1); t.setting ← v)

else (t.current ← 0; t.setting ← v)

let timer_contact (t : timer) : bool
ensures { result = (t.current >= t.setting) }
=
(t.current >= t.setting)

Fig. 8: WhyML code for timers.

(a) Ladder code with common fronts.

let scan () =
let f1 = (!x0 || !y70)

&& (not !m2) in
y70 := f1;
let f2 = !x1 && !x3 in
pls (f1 && f2) m1 cc0;
let f3 = !m1 in
set (f1 && f3) y71;
let f4 = !y71 && !x2 in
rst (f1 && f4) y71;
set (f1 && f4) y73;
let f5 = !y73 in
timer_coil (f1 && f5) t0 30;
let f6 = timer_contact t0 in
rst (f1 && f6) y73;
set (f1 && f6) y74;
let f7 = !y74 && !x4 in
rst (f1 && f7) y74;
set (f1 && f7) y72;
let f8 = !y72 && !x3 in
rst (f1 && f8) y72;
m2 := f1 && f8

(b) WhyML encoding.

Fig. 9: Encoding of one scan of the Ladder program for the Carriage line control.

of the timer and increment its counter. When its front is deactivated, it resets the
counter to zero (remind that the timer coil should be activated during a number
of consecutive scans that correspond to the threshold, for the timer to end). The
timer contact function models the fact that the timer device is activated when its
counter reaches its threshold value.
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Given this WhyML modelling of Ladder instructions, we can now give, in
Figure 9b, the translation of the full Ladder program of Figure 2. The translation
makes use of auxiliary variables f1,. . . ,f8 which corresponds to the common fronts
depicted in Figure 9a.

4.2 The Ladder Loop, and the Encoding of Timing Charts

By definition, timing charts are made of successive events and states. Checking
that a program conforms to a timing chart means that, under the hypotheses on
input values, the values of outputs are correct according to the order of appearance
of events and states in the timing chart scenario. In addition, fixed-time duration
information (timer-related sequence of events) also need to be verified. We propose
and implement an automated process that takes a Ladder diagram and a timing
chart specification and returns the corresponding WhyML modelling.

4.2.1 Events and states as loops

Let us describe the WhyML modelling of an event Ei and its associated state Si.
We suppose here that the event is not part of a timer-related sequence, this case is
described in Section 4.2.2. We write Xi the input whose value changes at event Ei

(e.g., X1 is X0). We write Gi the formula being the conjunction of value assertions
concerning inputs for event Ei and state Si (e.g., G1 is X0∧¬X1∧¬X2∧X3∧X4). We
write Ii the formula being the conjunction of value assertions concerning outputs
for event Ei and state Si (e.g., I1 is Y70∧¬Y71∧¬Y72∧¬Y73∧¬Y74).

The WhyML modelling of a pair of an event Ei and a state Si uses a do-while

style loop1 to model the fact that events correspond to exactly one execution while
states can last an arbitrary number of executions (possibly zero). The body of the
loop corresponds to the WhyML modelling of one scan of the Ladder program. The
guard of the loop corresponds to the assumptions on inputs, i.e., the formula Gi

regarding the values taken by the inputs at Ei and Si. The verification conditions
on outputs are modelled as a loop invariant Ii: the invariant initialisation corre-
sponds to the event while its preservation corresponds to the state. To model the
possibility of reaching the next event after (at least) one execution (corresponding
to the event), we enrich the WhyML modelling of the program with an assignment
of the input that changes at next event (Xi+1) to a random Boolean value, that
may or may not update its value and lead to event Ei+1. In other words, if we write
scan() the WhyML modelling of one scan of the program, and we assume that we
have a function named random that gives a random Boolean value to its argument,
the modelling of event Ei and state Si is given in Figure 10. The WhyML code
of Figure 11 gives the more concrete modelling of event E1 and state S1 for our
running example.

The idle state S0 is handled almost the same way, except that it uses (only) a
while loop, since its duration could be zero. The guard condition is given by the
input values during S0 (in our running example, G0 is ¬X0∧¬X1∧¬X2∧X3∧X4).
The invariant is given by the output values during S0 (in our running example

1 There are no true do-while loops in WhyML, we just mean by do-while style loop a piece
of code of the form “body; while cond do body done” with two occurrences of the loop body.
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(* event Ei *)
scan();
random(Xi+1);

(* state Si *)
while Gi do

invariant { Ii }
scan();
random(Xi+1);

done

Fig. 10: Pseudo-code of the WhyML modelling of event Ei and state Si.

scan(); (* Figure 9b *)
x0 := randomb();
while (!x0 && not !x1 && not !x2 && !x3 && !x4) do

invariant { !y70 && not !y71 && not !y72 && not !y73 && not !y74 }
scan(); (* Figure 9b *)
x0 := randomb();

done

Fig. 11: WhyML modelling of event E1 and state S1 for the Carriage line control.

while (not !x0 && not !x1 && not !x2 && !x3 && !x4) do
invariant { not !y70 && not !y71 && not !y72 && not !y73 && not !y74 }
scan(); (* Figure 9b *)
x0 := randomb();

done

Fig. 12: WhyML modelling of state S0 for the Carriage line control.

all outputs should be deactivated before the execution of the program hence I0
is ¬Y0∧¬Y1∧¬Y2∧¬Y3∧¬Y4). We depict in Figure 12 the WhyML modelling of
state S0 for our running example.

Finally, in the absence of timer-related sequence of events, the full WhyML
modelling that models the execution of the program according to the timing chart
is given by the sequence of the WhyML modellings of S0, then E1 and S1, then
E2 and S2, etc.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, the specification used to generate the WhyML
modelling lacks information on internal memory devices to be able to automatically
prove the presented invariants. To bypass this difficulty, we rely on the invariant
generation plug-in for Why3 (presented in Section 3.1) to generate additional
loop invariants for each while loop of the modelling. For instance, in each loop of
the WhyML code, the inference of the invariant (not !m2) is needed and indeed
provided by Why3’s invariant generation plug-in.
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4.2.2 Timer-related sequences of events

One of the most technical points of our modelling concerns fixed-duration se-
quences, e.g., events and states from E5 to E8 in the timing chart of the Carriage
line control (Figure 3).

Let us write Ti→j such a sequence between events Ei and Ej . The events and
states that are contained in Ti→j are all the Ek and Sk with i ≤ k < j and Ej .
In our example, T5→8 contains E5, S5, E6, S6, E7, S7 and E8. Such a sequence
is associated to a timing that can be converted to a number of executions, given
the frequency of executions applied by the PLC. Let us write ni→j the number of
executions for sequence Ti→j . In our example, in the typical case, n5→8 = 30.

Our goal is to capture the fact that the total number of executions during Ti→j

is exactly ni→j . In other words, we have to capture that the sum of numbers of
executions during Si,...Sj−1 is equal to ni→j − (j + 1 − i) (the (j + 1 − i) lasting
executions corresponding to events Ei,...,Ej). In our example, n5→8 = 30 and we
want the sum of numbers of executions during S5, S6 and S7 being equal to 26.

Since timing charts specifications do not make explicit which timer device
should be used to implement this aspect, we cannot, in the general case, guess
which timer device appearing in the code is used for any of the fixed-duration
sequences appearing in the timing chart. That is why we introduce a fresh internal
counter for each fixed-duration sequence of the timing chart and increment its value
after each execution corresponding to Ek or contained in the loop corresponding
to Sk with i ≤ k < j. This way, the counter value reflects the current value of
the timer that is used to implement the sequence. Let us write ci→j the counter
associated to Ti→j . In the modelling of states Si to Sj−1, we have to enrich the
guard condition to specify that the timer has not reached its threshold too early,
since the threshold is supposed to be reached exactly at event Ej . We therefore
enrich the guard condition with the formula ci→j < ni→j − 1. Additionally, to
specify that the loops for states Si to Sj−2 should not exit because of that last
condition, we add an assume clause stating that ci→j < ni→j − 1 after those loops.
There should not be any random assignment in the end of the body of state Sj−1

since Xj is not defined (event Ej is not triggered by an input change but by the
ending of the fixed duration). This means that the only way to exit the loop of
Sj−1 is to contradict ci→j < ni→j − 1 (and we get ci→j = ni→j − 1).

The pseudo-code of the modelling of a fixed-duration sequence is depicted in
Figure 13 and the code of the modelling of the fixed-duration sequence T5→8 of
our running example is given in Figure 14. Nnote that the counter c5→8 is here
written c1.

Note that our modelling adapts well to timing charts that contains several
fixed-duration sequences (if those sequences do not overlap) thanks to the fact
that we do not have to guess which timer device is used for which fixed-duration
sequence. Now, for formally proving that the program satisfies the timing chart
specification, a last pitfall remains: link the introduced counter with the associated
timer current field in the Why3 modelling, and be able to prove that they always
have the same value. Fortunately, we can benefit from the invariant inference
mechanism presented in Section 3.1. Indeed, this invariant generator does not
only compute numerical domains for each variable independently: it makes use
of relational domains to infer logical relations between variables. In particular,
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(* event Ei *)
scan();
random(Xi+1);
ci→j++;

(* state Si *)
while Gi && ci→j < ni→j − 1 do

invariant { Ii }
scan();
random(Xi+1);
ci→j++;

done
assume { ci→j < ni→j − 1 }

(* event Ei+1 *)
scan();
random(Xi+2);
ci→j++;

(* state Si+1 *)
while Gi+1 && ci→j < ni→j − 1 do

invariant { Ii+1 }
scan();
random(Xi+2);
ci→j++;

done
assume { ci→j < ni→j − 1 }

...

(* event Ej−1 *)
scan();
ci→j++;

(* state Sj−1 *)
while Gj−1 && ci→j < ni→j − 1 do

invariant { Ij−1 }
scan();
ci→j++;

done

(* event Ej *)
scan();
random(Xj+1);

Fig. 13: Pseudo-code of the modelling of sequence Ti→j .

for each loop contained in a fixed-duration sequence, we successfully obtain the
invariant !c1 = t0.current that makes explicit the role of the introduced counter.

5 Implementation and Experimental Results

We remind that our first goal is to be able to automatically prove that a Ladder
program like our running example of Figure 2 is conforming to its associated timing
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(* event E5 *)
scan();
x4 := randomb();
c1 := !c1 + 1;

(* state S5 *)
while (not !x0 && !x1 && !x2 && not !x3 && !x4 && !c1 < 29) do

invariant { !y70 && not !y71 && not !y72 && !y73 && not !y74 }
scan();
x4 := randomb();
c1 := !c1 + 1;

done;
assume { !c1 < 29 }

(* event E6 *)
scan();
x1 := randomb();
c1 := !c1 + 1;

(* state S6 *)
while (not !x0 && !x1 && !x2 && not !x3 && not !x4 && !c1 < 29) do

invariant { !y70 && not !y71 && not !y72 && !y73 && not !y74 }
scan();
x1 := randomb();
c1 := !c1 + 1;

done;
assume { !c1 < 29 }

(* event E7 *)
scan();
c1 := !c1 + 1;

(* state S7 *)
while (not !x0 && not !x1 && !x2 && not !x3 && not !x4 && !c1 < 29) do

invariant { !y70 && not !y71 && not !y72 && !y73 && not !y74 }
scan();
c1 := !c1 + 1;

done;

(* event E8 *)
scan();
x4 := randomb();

Fig. 14: WhyML modelling of fixed-duration sequence T5→8.

chart given in Figure 3. Our secondary goal is that we want to give back, to the
users, meaningful and easy-to-use information when they try to prove an incorrect
implementation.

Section 5.1 describes the workflow of the proprietary implementation of our
approach. Section 5.2 presents the results obtained when executing the analysis
on a correct Carriage line control implementation, i.e., the implementation of Fig-
ure 2. Section 5.3 presents the feedback given by our toolbox when analysing slight
modifications of the nominal program that makes the verification of conformance
to the timing chart fail. Section 5.4 discusses the former results. Section 5.5 details
the graphical interface we designed to help the user browse into error scenarios.
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Section 5.6 concludes by a general discussion on the industrial applicability of our
approach.

5.1 Overview of the Approach

The implemented approach proceeds as follows. Note that for performances rea-
sons, our implementation differs slightly from what we described in Section 4:
instead of translating the whole timing chart at once, we process each pair of an
event and a state, one after one.

1. The tool takes two inputs: an XML representation of the Ladder program, and
a timing chart specification written in the PlantUML language.

2. It translates the Ladder program into WhyML as described in Section 4.1.
3. It derives, from the timing chart, the different guard conditions (hypotheses

on input values) and invariants (output values to prove), as described in Sec-
tion 4.2 for modelling in WhyML the successive events of the timing chart.

4. Then, for each pair of an event and its following state,
– Why3 infers a loop invariant for the WhyML loop that models the state

that is associated to the event, thus adding information on values of internal
memory to the information on output values computed in the previous step.

– Why3 computes the verification conditions that correspond both to the
inferred invariants and the invariants that correspond to the timing chart
specification, and dispatches them to SMT solvers.

5. The previous step is repeated for all events. Note that besides the hypotheses
on the values of inputs and outputs at the start of the event, which are given
by the timing chart, the proving process also needs hypotheses on the values
of internal memory values at the beginning of the event. Those values are
given by the loop invariant inferred for the previous state. Hence we store,
during the process, the inferred invariants for each state in order to use them
as preconditions for the next event.

6. If a proof obligation fails at event n, we build a WhyML program concatenat-
ing all the previous events and the faulty one, with loops enriched with the
consecutively inferred invariants. Provers are called on this WhyML program
and hopefully provide a counterexample (see Section 5.3).

7. On the contrary, if all events and states are proved, we conclude that the
Ladder program satisfies the timing chart specification.

This approach of proving each event and state, one by one, until a specification
violation is detected, was motivated by the fact that first versions of Why3’s
abstract interpretation plugin were time-consuming. In the case a violation was
detected, our approach avoided to launch abstract interpretation for all the events
that follow the one for which the violation was detected.

As seen in Figure 15, Why3’s abstract interpretation plug-in has improved a
lot since our first experiments [5]: timings have been divided by almost 8 on our
example. Those better performances could allow us to use a simpler approach that
would directly try to infer invariants and launch proving on the whole WhyML
program modelling all events and states at once.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Checking idle state ...
Abstract interpretation ... (0.56s)
Proving ... (0.43s) OK
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Checking event 1/10...
Abstract interpretation ... (1.02s)
Proving ... (0.42s) OK
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Checking event 2/10...
Abstract interpretation ... (0.95s)
Proving ... (0.42s) OK
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Checking event 3/10...
Abstract interpretation ... (2.05s)
Proving ... (0.42s) OK
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Checking event 4/10...
Abstract interpretation ... (0.97s)
Proving ... (0.42s) OK
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Checking event 5/10...
Abstract interpretation ... (5.45s)
Proving ... (0.45s) OK
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Checking event 6/10...
Abstract interpretation ... (1.49s)
Proving ... (0.45s) OK
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Checking event 7/10...
Abstract interpretation ... (1.21s)
Proving ... (0.45s) OK
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Checking event 8/10...
Abstract interpretation ... (1.44s)
Proving ... (0.45s) OK
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Checking event 9/10...
Abstract interpretation ... (1.29s)
Proving ... (0.44s) OK
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Checking event 10/10...
Abstract interpretation ... (0.86s)
Proving ... (0.43s) OK
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

No error was found in any event!
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Checking global events sequence ... OK
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The program satisfies the specification!
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Timing information

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Code generation ___________________________________________________ 0.01s
Abstract Interpretation __________________________________________ 17.39s
Tasks generation __________________________________________________ 0.38s
Tasks proof _______________________________________________________ 6.63s
Global ___________________________________________________________ 24.41s
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fig. 15: Output of the tool on the nominal Carriage line control program.
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5.2 Results on Correct Code

We apply our approach on the nominal Ladder program described in Figure 2, for
which we successfully verify the timing chart specification. Figure 15 depicts the
output we obtain when running the analysis. In accordance with our strategy pre-
sented in Section 5.1, we consecutively infer invariants and then prove verification
conditions for each pair (event, state), and for the initial idle state (S0) of the tim-
ing chart. We observe that abstract interpretation is now much faster than during
our first experiments [5], thanks to an optimization work on the Why3 plug-in.
Those performances are now much closer to what one could expect of such a tool
to be included in an industrial process.

5.3 Results on Incorrect Code

When the verification of a proof obligation fails for a so-called faulty event or
state, our goal is to provide the most relevant information possible to a regular
Ladder programmer, who might not be used to formal tools. We identified the
three following interesting pieces of information:

1. The error location: at which event or which state the specification is violated,
2. The error reason: which output does not get its expected value at that location,
3. The error scenario: how could we get to this error. We propose to build such a

scenario by mixing concrete values provided by counterexamples generated by
Why3 (as described in Section 3.2), and abstract domains provided by abstract
interpretation (as described in Section 3.1).

5.3.1 Error locations

With our current process, it is known at which pair of an event and a state an
error occurs since the different pairs of an event and a state are treated separately.
But we still need to distinguish if the error occurs in the event or in the state.
As stated in Section 4.2, the fact that an event specification is satisfied is ensured
by the proof of the initialisation of the invariant on outputs of the loop of the
associated state, while the fact that the state specification is satisfied is ensured
by the proof of preservation of that same invariant.

An easy way to distinguish those two cases consists of adding an additional
assertion containing the same formula as the loop invariant just before the loop.
Then, in order to distinguish which of the assertion or the invariant has failed to be
proved, we use the attributes mechanism of Why3, which allows us to attach a label
to a WhyML assertion (or invariant), this label being transported to verification
conditions that are produced by the Weakest-Precondition Calculus and sent to
solvers, Why3 finally attaching them to the potential counterexamples it returns
for the concerned verification conditions.

We describe in Figure 16, how we insert those attributes in the WhyML mod-
elling of event E1 and state S1.
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scan(); (* Figure 9b *)
x0 := randomb();
assert { [@expl:Event 1] !y70 && not !y71 && not !y72 && not !y73 && not !y74 }

while (!x0 && not !x1 && not !x2 && !x3 && !x4) do
invariant { [@expl:State 1]

!y70 && not !y71 && not !y72 && not !y73 && not !y74 }
scan(); (* Figure 9b *)
x0 := randomb();

done

Fig. 16: WhyML modelling of event E1 and state S1 with location attributes.

scan(); (* Figure 9b *)
x0 := randomb();
assert { [@expl:Event 1 Y70:false] !y70 }
assert { [@expl:Event 1 Y71:true] not !y71 }
assert { [@expl:Event 1 Y72:true] not !y72 }
assert { [@expl:Event 1 Y73:true] not !y73 }
assert { [@expl:Event 1 Y74:true] not !y74 }

while (!x0 && not !x1 && not !x2 && !x3 && !x4) do
invariant { [@expl:State 1 Y70:false] !y70 }
invariant { [@expl:State 1 Y71:true] not !y71 }
invariant { [@expl:State 1 Y72:true] not !y72 }
invariant { [@expl:State 1 Y73:true] not !y73 }
invariant { [@expl:State 1 Y74:true] not !y74 }
scan(); (* Figure 9b *)
x0 := randomb();

done

Fig. 17: WhyML modelling of event E1 and state S1 with location and reason
attributes.

5.3.2 Error reasons

We want now to determine which output(s) is (are) concerned when a specification
is violated, i.e., an assertion or an invariant is found not to be provable. A simple
way consists in separating each atomic formula in assertions and invariants and
use the attributes mechanism as in the previous section. We describe in Figure 17,
how we insert those attributes in the WhyML modelling of event E1 and state
S1 (we directly use the opposite value as the expected one in the attribute, for
printing convenience).

5.3.3 Error scenarios

As said in Section 5.1, when a proof obligation fails for a given event or state, we
concatenate all the WhyML modellings of events and states until the faulty one,
and send again this concatenation to Why3, which might give back a counterex-
ample. The information we get then provides the values of (some of) the inputs,
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Fig. 18: First incorrect program.

outputs and internal devices at the beginning of each event until the error. We
are therefore able to provide an execution trace concerning events until the error.
But, due to the way Why3 handles loops during the computation of verification
conditions for SMT-solvers (that is, the loop invariant is the only known fact for
the code after the loop, see Section 3), we do not have any information on the
values taken by the devices during the states. We think that this lack of infor-
mation concerning values of devices during states may be an impediment to the
understanding of the cause of the specification violation. That is why we propose
to enrich the counterexample values with the domains of devices values given by
abstract interpretation. This leads to the notion of error scenario that provides:

1. For each event that precedes the error (including the faulty event when ap-
plicable), the values of devices before the beginning of the scan of this event,
obtained from the counterexample trace provided by Why3.

2. For each state that precedes the error, an over-approximation of domains of
devices values, obtained by abstract interpretation.

In order to convince ourselves that this notion of error scenario should be
useful to Ladder programmers, we implemented different slight modifications of
the Carriage line control program, introducing bugs. Two of them are presented in
this article. The corresponding Ladder diagrams are depicted in Figures 18 and 20.
The modifications compared to the original code are encircled.

5.3.4 First incorrect program

The first modification of the Ladder program (Figure 18) corresponds to the use
of the M2 internal memory device (instead of M1) in the contact front of rung 3.
When trying to prove this program, our tool outputs an error location: event E3,
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Verification condition 48 for Event_3 could not be proved:
Reason: Y71:false
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Error scenario:

Values of devices at event 1 scan beginning:
M1 = false
M2 = false
X0 = true
Y70 = false
Y71 = false
Y72 = false
Y73 = false
Y74 = false
T0.current = 0
T0.setting = 30

Values of devices during state 1:
M1 ∈ {false; true}
M2 = false
X1 = false
X2 = false
X3 = true
X4 = true
Y70 = true
T0.current = 0
T0.setting = 30

Values of devices at event 2 scan beginning:
M1 = false
M2 = false
X0 = false
Y70 = true
Y71 = false
Y72 = false
Y73 = false
Y74 = false
T0.current = 0
T0.setting = 30

Values of devices during state 2:
M1 ∈ {false; true}
M2 = false
X0 = false
X2 = false
X3 = true
X4 = true
Y70 = true
T0.current = 0
T0.setting = 30

Values of devices at event 3 scan beginning:
M1 = false
M2 = false
X1 = true
Y70 = true
Y71 = false
Y72 = false
Y73 = false
Y74 = false
T0.current = 0
T0.setting = 30

Fig. 19: Output of the tool for incorrect program 1.
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Fig. 20: Second incorrect program.

and an error reason: Y71 is false while it should be true. We also obtain an error
scenario trace, which is depicted by Figure 19.

In this example, M2 is responsible of setting Y71 while M1 has this role in the
nominal case. As M2 is supposed to be deactivated as long as the PLC runs, the
consequence of this change is that Y71 is never activated. We observe that the
value of M2 at the beginning of scan of the event 3 is equal to false, so there is no
chance that Y71 is activated by the SET instruction. It indeed corresponds to a
violation of event E3 of the timing chart.

5.3.5 Second incorrect program

The second incorrect program is shown in Figure 20. The timer setting duration
is here set to 40 scans instead of 30. We use our tool to get the reason of the proof
failure, i.e., that Y73 is equal to true while it should be false. The obtained reason
is rather intuitive: event 8 corresponds to 30 elapsed scans from timer’s start. As
the timer has a duration of 40 scans, it has not ended yet, therefore, Y73 is not
reset yet, as highlighted by the error scenario of Figures 21 and 22.

The error scenario trace shows that the setting value of the timer (here 40) is
not reached. In particular, the current value of the timer evolves between 3 and 29
in state S7, and reach 29 at the beginning of event E8, instead of the expected
value 39 (in which case it would have been incremented to 40 and that would have
deactivated Y73 during event E8 as specified).

Note that our tool outputs also a (similar) error scenario for the second viola-
tion at event E8 that concerns the fact that Y74 is not activated.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Verification condition 135 for Event_8 could not be proved:
Reason: Y73:true
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Error scenario:

(...)

Values of devices at event 5 scan beginning:
(...)
T0.current = 1
T0.setting = 40

Values of devices during state 5:
(...)
T0.current ∈ [1; 29]
T0.setting = 40

Values of devices at event 6 scan beginning:
M1 = false
X4 = false
Y70 = true
Y71 = false
Y72 = false
Y73 = true
Y74 = false
T0.current = 2
T0.setting = 40

Values of devices during state 6:
M1 = false
X4 = false
X2 = true
X3 = false
X4 = false
Y70 = true
Y71 = false
Y72 = false
Y73 = true
Y74 = false
T0.current ∈ [2; 29]
T0.setting = 40

Fig. 21: Output of the tool for incorrect program 2 (part 1).

5.4 Qualitative Analysis of the Experiments

As a conclusion, we think that this notion of error scenario mixing concrete values
provided by counterexamples to VCs, and abstract domains provided by abstract
interpretation, should be useful to Ladder programmers in order to understand why
a program does not conform to a given timing chart specification. A weakness of
this approach is that in some cases, the abstract values are imprecise compared to
the concrete values. For example, in the error scenario for incorrect program 2 in
Figures 21-22, it is said that the counter of the timer can take take all the values
between 2 and 29 for state 6, while the concrete value given for the next event is 3.
It means that the loop corresponding to state 6 is executed exactly once in the error
scenario, before executing the next event. In that case, it might be very interesting
to use the concrete values of counterexamples to refine the domain [2;29] into [2;3],
and even make explicit to the programmer that there is exactly one execution of
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Values of devices at event 7 scan beginning:
M1 = false
X1 = false
Y70 = true
Y71 = false
Y72 = false
Y73 = true
Y74 = false
T0.current = 3
T0.setting = 40

Values of devices during state 7:
M1 = false
X0 = false
X1 = false
X2 = true
X3 = false
X4 = false
Y70 = true
T0.current ∈ [3; 29]
T0.setting = 40

Values of devices at event 8 scan beginning:
M1 = false
M2 = false
Y70 = true
Y71 = false
Y72 = false
Y73 = true
Y74 = false
T0.current = 29
T0.setting = 40

Fig. 22: Output of the tool for incorrect program 2 (part 2).

the program for state 6. In an analog way, when errors happen during states, it
would be interesting to provide an concrete execution trace inside the state until
the error, instead of the imprecise abstract interpretation domain. This is kept for
future work.

5.5 Graphical User Interface for Displaying Errors Scenarios

As seen in Section 5.3.3, we propose to the user, as an error scenario, the list of
concrete values of devices at events beginnings (given by Why3’s counterexamples)
and the list of abstract domains of values during states (given by Why3’s abstract
interpretation), until the event or state in which the specification is violated. In
order to help the user to navigate in such an error scenario, we developed a web-
based graphical interface. This graphical interface highlights the error reason and
location and allows to navigate in events and states execution values by clicking on
the timing chart. For states, it prints the computed abstract domains of devices.
For events, it allows to display the intermediate execution values of devices inside
an event, in two graphical ways. First, it prints the Ladder program and colours
in blue the active devices and locations in the program. Second, it also displays
the evolution of devices values during the execution of the event as another timing
chart. Those two views are synchronised via their two respective sliders. Finally,
this interface allows to load the Ladder program and the timing chart, and to
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Fig. 23: Graphical User Interface: Error reason and location.

Fig. 24: Graphical User Interface: Sliders synchronisation for event concrete values.

launch the verification in a push-button and fully automated way, which is a key
point for a smooth and harmless integration in industrial processes.

We describe the interface on the two incorrect programs of Section 5.3.4 and
Section 5.3.5. Figure 23 shows the resulting interface when launched on first in-
correct program. One can see the error reason and location highlighted in the
top-right message (“Error at Event 3: Y71 is not satisfied”). The error rea-
son and location are also highlighted in the top-left representation of the timing
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Fig. 25: Graphical User Interface: State abstract domains.

chart (event 3 and Y71 are highlighted in red). The faulty event (here E3) is auto-
matically selected by the slider in the top-left timing chart. This selection impacts
what is displayed in the bottom-left and right sub-windows.

The right sub-window displays the program. When an event prior to the er-
ror is selected in the timing chart, it displays the execution trace for this event
using colours (blue means activated and gray means deactivated). When a state
is selected, it displays the whole program in black. The bottom-left sub-window
displays execution values for devices. When a state prior to the error is selected, it
displays the abstract domains as shown in Figure 25. When an event prior to the
error is selected, it displays the execution trace for this event, as a timing chart,
in a synchronised manner with the right sub-window, thanks to their respective
sliders, as shown in Figure 24.

We believe that such a graphical interface would be very useful when debugging
Ladder programs and that having such a fully automated prototype is a key point
for convincing Ladder programmers of the usability of our solutions for being
integrated in industrial processes.

5.6 Discussion on the Industrial Applicability

We demonstrated our work on a rather simple example controlling a carriage line.
Actual industrial Ladder programs might be much bigger and composed of many
of such sub-programs controlling sub-systems of a factory. However, we think that
our work is of interest for formally verifying that all such sub-programs satisfy
their timing-charts specifications, which is a mandatory milestone before a possible
formal verification of a whole program w.r.t. a higher-level specification.

Timing charts are often used by PLC manufacturers for specifying the Function

Blocks (FBs for short) they provide together with the PLCs they sell and their
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companion programming environments. These FBs can be seen as standard library
functions that can be used as elementary bricks to build more complex programs.

The performances of the tool we describe in this paper depend much more
of the size of the given timing chart (the number of devices, events and states)
than the size of the given program. Indeed, as we have seen in Figure 15, abstract
interpretation takes much more time than translation to WhyML, VC generation
and proving by back-end solvers. Moreover, we experimented in previous work [11]
that those three phases (translation, VC generation and proving) are efficient (a
few seconds) for programs whose sizes are about 50 times bigger than the Carriage
line control example.

The timing chart of the Carriage line control example contains 10 devices
and 11 events/states. This is very comparable to the timing charts we found in
two sets of FBs that are shipped by Mitsubishi Electric with the programming
environment GX Works3. The first set [24] is shipped with MELSEC iQ-F series
PLCs. It contains 15 timing charts with average numbers of 11 devices and 7
events. The second set [25] is shipped with MELSEC iQ-R Series (“safety”) PLCs.
It contains 24 timing charts with average numbers of 11 devices and 10 events.
This is very comparable to the running example of this paper. As one can see
in MELSEC iQ-R safety FB reference [25], safety FBs might also be specified by
State Transition Diagrams (STDs) that allow to specify several execution scenarios
at once. We plan to extend our current work to handle such STDs as specifications.

6 Discussions, Related Work and Future Work

We presented a new method for verifying that a given Ladder code complies with
an expected temporal behaviour expressed by a timing chart. The underlying
verification procedure is fully automated, thanks to the loop invariant inference
that avoids the need for the user to provide such invariants manually. On the one
hand, when all the generated verification conditions are validated, one obtains a
formal proof of conformity of the Ladder code with respect to the timing chart.
The level of confidence in the proof is high, relying on Why3’s VC generation and
back-end solvers unsatisfiability checking. On the other hand, when the proof-
based process fails at some point, we have a way to propose an error scenario
which exposes why the Ladder code does not conform to the timing chart. Our
method is implemented in a prototype which we experimented on a case study,
demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach, both for formally proving the
correct version and for providing error scenarios on wrong mutants.

The level of confidence of our approach must be understood in terms of the
trusted code base of the whole process. It first relies on the soundness of the trans-
lation from Ladder code and timing chart, which is described in Section 4. It also
relies on the soundness of the VC generation process of Why3 and the soundness of
the back-end solvers unsatisfiability checking; both being external software com-
ponents already widely used in other contexts. Regarding the trust in Why3, it is
important to notice that the prototype implementation of loop invariant genera-
tion is not part of the trusted code base, because the loop invariants generated are
later on checked for validity by the VC generation process. It is indeed fortunate
to not have to rely on the soundness of this part of Why3 implementation, since
we had to make significant extensions to it (mostly, support for Boolean variables,
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and adaptation of the API for external use) for the current purpose. The last part
of the tool chain that must be trusted is the back-end SMT solver.

Regarding the generated error scenarios, we have noticed that they are satis-
factory on our case study, but we cannot guarantee that the generated scenarios
are always valid ones. The potential sources of invalidity of counterexamples are
well-known [12]: the loop invariants generated might be insufficient (inherent in-
completeness of the VC generation) or the SMT solvers are unable to solve the
generated VCs even if they are valid (inherent incompleteness of unsatisfiabil-
ity checking in presence of quantified formulas, or more practically because the
solvers are interrupted after a given time limit). There is on-going work in the
Why3 development team to increase the trust into the validity of generated coun-
terexamples [4] to avoid presenting a spurious counterexample to the user.

6.1 Related Work

PLC software verification is a vast domain and numerous works have been pub-
lished on that subject. The majority of them use model-checking to verify func-
tional and temporal properties. In 2014, Ovatman et al. [28] published a summary
of those techniques. In 2016, Darvas et al. [13] proposed a newer model-checking
based tool and compared with former similar tools. The general drawback of the
model-checking approach is that the verification it provides cannot be exhaus-
tive, it cannot model any possible number of executions during the states of a
timing chart, contrary to deductive verification. On the other hand, abstract in-
terpretation has also been used for a long time for verifying software, in partic-
ular microcontroller software [17,27] and PLC software [6] (in combination with
model-checking). Contrary to model-checking, abstract interpretation gives a full
guarantee when it detects no error in a program, but it is dedicated to compute the
possible values of variables during the execution of a program, and is not suited
for verifying temporal properties. Finally, in a previous work [11], some of us used
the Why3 deductive verification platform for detecting run-time errors of Ladder
programs. This work only considered one single execution of Ladder programs and
was therefore also not suited for verifying temporal properties. To our knowledge,
the present paper is the first one to combine abstract interpretation and deductive
verification for verifying temporal properties of Ladder programs.

Outside the context of Ladder, Stouls and Groslambert proposed an approach
for proving temporal properties of C code [31], based on a translation from LTL
formulas into annotations in the ACSL language [3]. These LTL formulas ex-
press temporal properties of sequences of functions calls, which are very different
from our kind of specifications. Their approach is similar to ours in the sense
that they automatically translate temporal properties into annotated code, to be
proved correct using deductive verification. They also identified a need for auto-
matically generating extra intermediate annotations, for which they use their own
variant of abstract interpretation. A successor of this work is the CaFE plug-in of
Frama-C [15], which makes use of the Frama-C plug-in EVA for abstract interpre-
tation. Unlike us, the approaches above do not provide any facilities for explaining
errors.
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6.2 Future Work

During our work, we had to improve the loop invariant generation feature of Why3,
in particular the support for Boolean values. Even enough for our case study, there
is clearly room for improvement in this implementation (see end of Section 5.2),
required to make the tool chain more efficient. We plan to experiment our method
on examples of Ladder programs that require WhyML translations involving ar-
rays, and we have to ensure that the loop invariant generation could succeed when
we are mixing all involving data-types: integers, Boolean, arrays, and also bounded
integers in the future.

As mentioned at the end of Section 5.3, there is some need for improvement
in the counterexample generation part of the chain. The inherent incompleteness
of the SMT solvers implies that the proposed counterexample might be wrong.
We are planning to incorporate in our tool chain a recent technique that double-
checks the validity of counterexamples a posteriori [4], which roughly amounts to
symbolically executing the scenario it describes, and detect carefully at which step
its behaviour diverges from what the timing chart allows.

On the error scenario side, as explained in the end of Section 5.3.5, the parts of
a scenario that come from abstract interpretation domains, that correspond to the
possible values of devices during states, could be refined using the concrete values
given by the counterexamples for next events. This way, we might propose an even
more understandable and useful error scenario to Ladder programmers, in case an
error is detected in their code. Also, as said above, the counterexample built from
the solvers might appear to be spurious, that is not illustrating into mistake in
the given code. Beyond detecting that a counterexample is indeed spurious (which
is still future work [4]), the question of how to give useful feedback in that case
is open. Possible means include trying to use other solvers, or give them a larger
time limit. In any case, at least the first problematic step in the timing chart is
identified so as to guide a manual investigation, as a last resort.

A longer-term goal is to augment the trust in the translation from Ladder to
WhyML. We have some plans for designing a systematic and automatic validation
process to confront our translation against existing test suites for Ladder programs.
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